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1. Introduction

In the 14th meeting of United Nation’s Group of Experts on Geographical Names (UNGEGN) Working Group on Exonyms (Corfu, Greece, 23-25 May 2013), the authors briefly touched on the issue of translation and transliteration of toponyms in relation to ideogram scripts in their presentation (Tanabe and Watanabe, forthcoming). Issues related to ideogram scripts were also picked up by Choo (forthcoming) in the same meeting. In this paper, we would like to highlight the characteristics of ideograms in contrast to phonetic scripts, and point out some specific issues regarding place names in the East Asian region. We hope that this will be of help for our colleagues in the European language sphere to gain some understanding of the topic.

Universal road signs can be used as an analogy for ideograms. If you see a red round board with a white line in the middle, you will not drive into the street. This sign is used in most parts of the world. Although everybody understands its meaning, it is described and read in different ways. In Japanese it is "進入禁止", in Chinese "不准駛入", in English "No Entry", and in French "Sens interdit". Ideograms are just like universal road signs, in the sense that they are read differently around the world but mean the same thing.

Kanji (Hanzi) is an ideogram and so just like the road signs, they are mutually understood among Chinese and Japanese speakers, and also among many Korean and Vietnamese speakers. In all of these countries these languages originate from, historical documents are all written in Kanji, so the knowledge of Kanji is essential in learning the history of each country.

As a point of information, there are regions that use Kanji as phonogram. For instance, there is Hohhot City in Inner Mongolia (an autonomous region within China) which is officially written "呼和浩特" in Kanji. Hohhot translates as "Blue City" in Mongolian, the original language. The Kanji "呼和浩特" is attributed only to represent the sound, not the meaning. In minority regions in the current territory of China, many place names are given Kanji scripts in this way. This often applies also to foreign place names such as "巴黎" for Paris.

2. Countries Influenced by the Chinese Writing System

This cultural region is conceptualised by many authors by different names, such as "East Asian cultural sphere", the "Sinic World", "Sinosphere" etc. Basically it consists of China, Japan, the Korean peninsula, and Vietnam.

2.1 China

China is the centre of this cultural region. All place names in Chinese language is written in Kanji. However as described above, Kanji is not entirely used as ideograms. In Inner Mongolia, mixed usage of Kanji as ideogram and phonogram can be observed. The City of Ulanhadhot which means "red mountain city" in Mongolian, is written "赤峰市" in Chinese (meaning red mountain city) and pronounced Chifeng.

2.2 Japan

The written Japanese language consists of three types of characters - Kanji, Hiragana, and Katakana. The former is ideogram, while the latter two are phonograms. As in China, most place names in Japan are written in Kanji. The characteristic of the Japanese language is that one Kanji could be read (pronounced) in several ways. There are pronunciation imported from the original Chinese (On-yomi), and the pronunciation based on original Japanese translation of the meaning of the Kanji (Kun-yomi). One Kanji can have several on-yomi (based on regional dialects in China) and several kun-yomi (based on different translations). Historically older place names tend to have kun-yomi names, such as "大和" (Yamato) and "難波" (Naniwa), while newer names such as "東京" (Tokyo, formerly "江戸" Yedo) and "新宿" (Shinjuku) are on-yomi names. The etymology of kun-yomi place names is often a subject of discussion by linguists, ethnographers, and historians. On the other hand, on-yomi names tend to have clear meaning as ideograms. It is well understood that Tokyo means "east(東) capital(京)", and Shinjuku means "new(新)
post-town(宿)

In Japan as in China, there are place names where Kanji is used as phonogram. Those are names based on minority language such as Ainu, which can be seen widely in Northern parts of Japan such as Hokkaido. Sapporo (札幌) is thought to be based on "Sat" (dry) and "Poro" (big), describing a river in the area. The Kanji 札(satsu) and 布(horo) were attributed according to the pronunciation. Kunashiri Island on the east of Hokkaido is based on either "Kune"(black) "Shir"(Island) or "Kina"(grass) "Shir" (Island) in the Ainu language. The two Kanji represent the sound. In Russian, it is written as Кунаншир. Ainu place names that are incorporated more recently into the Japanese gazetteer are not allocated with Kanji and are written in Katakana, as most foreign place names are. Recent property development and mergers of local districts have resulted in an increase of names expressed in Hiragana, although most of them could actually be written in Kanji.

2.3 Korea

The current official script in both countries in the Korean peninsula is Hangeul, which is a phonetic script system established in 1446 by the fourth King of Joseon. However until the mid-20th Century, Kanji was the official script. Hence almost all place names were originally written in Kanji. The Korean pronunciation of Kanji place names was transliterated into Hangeul. The origin of many place names predates the designation of Kanji place names by King Gyeongdeok of Silla in the year 757, and are probably based on ancient local languages.

For example, Suwon (水原) is known for its world heritage site Hwaseong (華城). In Japan and China, those place names will be written 水原 and 華城 and its meaning will be understood universally as "water field" and "brilliant castle". However they will be pronounced "Suigen" and "Kajou" in Japanese, and "Shuiyuan" and "Huacheng" in Chinese. Suwon is a Kanji-based place name, but before 757 it was known as "Mehoru", which means "water castle" in Goguryeo language. Suwon is a translated name for the Kanji script.

2.4 Vietnam

The Kanji script for Vietnam is "越南". Most place names are transcribed from Kanji into the alphabet based Quoc Ngur (Vietnamese national language) script. The original Kanji for the capital city Hanoi, is "河內", meaning "between rivers". Hanoi is indeed located in the delta of Red River. Red River is an English translation of "紅河" (Hong Ha in Vietnamese). Hanoi was called 東京 ("Dong Kinh") before 1831 (the name still remains in "Gulf of Tonkin"). 37 years later, the Meiji government of Japan used the exact same name (in Kanji) for renaming Yedo as their capital city (pronounced "Tokyo", in Japanese).

Ho-Chi-Minh, the major city in the south of the country is named after "胡志明", a personal name. The original name of this city is Saigon, written in Kanji as "柴棍". It is thought that the name existed before the introduction of Kanji, and Kanji was used as a phonogram to correspond to the name in the local pronunciation. As seen above, place names in Vietnam are also strongly influenced by the Chinese Kanji culture.

3. Features of Kanji based place names

3.1 The etymology of the place name can be understood easily across languages

By using Kanji, all the people in this region can read and understand the names, despite using different languages. If Tokyo is written in Kanji as 東京, the Chinese can read it as "Dong Jing", Koreans as "Donggyo", Vietnamese as "Dong Kinh", and understand that it is the "Capital in the East". Often the pronunciation is close enough it is not difficult to correctly guess the object even if it is pronounced in a different language.

3.2 Kanji place names can serve the dual role of transliterated place names and translated place names

When place names in this region is incorporated into western languages, the names will be either transliterated or translated, based on the pronunciation or based on the meaning of the Kanji. Translated names will be difficult to be understood in the country of origin. For example, a Chinese person may find it difficult to relate the translated name "North Capital" to the original "北京"(Beijing). Hence transliteration is more often used in incorporating Kanji place names into western languages, however transliteration has its limits as described below. Among languages that use Kanji, by sharing the Kanji names, the original script is preserved, and at the same time the meaning can also
be conveyed.

3.3 Limits of Transliteration
If place names were transliterated into Kana, Hangeul, or Quoc Ngur alphabets, it is virtually impossible to read and understand without the knowledge of the given language. Kanji cannot convey the original pronunciation, but still it could be mutually understood. Therefore communication based on writing is possible without the knowledge of the counterpart's language. 東京 is common among all Kanji users, no matter how differently it is pronounced or transliterated into different phonetic scripts.

As not all sounds in one language exist in the other language, transliteration cannot accurately convey the original pronunciation, and sometimes mutual understanding cannot be achieved with transliterated names. The Chinese language is tonal, while Japanese is not (nor is Korean), thus more often than not, a Chinese person will not understand a Japanese reading out a Chinese place name transliterated in Kana. Moreover, due to the non-tonality of the Japanese language, many similarly pronounced place names that are distinguishable in Kanji will end up identical in Kana transliteration and thus become indistinguishable.

3.4 Universality of Kanji
In this region, until the 19th Century, place names had been always written in Kanji, not only in official documents, but also in general publication and maps. Place names in historical documents throughout this region could be understood with the knowledge of Kanji.

Still Kanji is in daily use by more than 1.5 billion people, which is equivalent to 90% of the people in the "Sinosphere". Hence, Kanji expression of place names is beneficial for international cultural and economic exchange and also for tourism in this region. For example, Kanji expression of station names was introduced in Seoul's underground railway system. This contributed greatly to the convenience of Chinese and Japanese tourists.

4. Issues on Kanji

In this section we would like to point out two items of concern regarding Kanji

4.1 Simplification of Kanji
The traditional Kanji typeset had been almost identical in China, Japan, and Korea. This highly international typeset which is known as Fantizi is still being used in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Amoy, etc. However, as this traditional typeset has a rather complicated set of strokes, the authorities invented simplified versions with the intention of making it easier for the general public to learn how to write. After WWII Japan introduced its simplified Kanji typeset in the education system. China established their own simplification "jiantizi", which is more drastically simplified and quite different from the Japanese one, and adopted it from 1960 onwards. This resulted in the emergence of some Kanji characters that are not mutually understandable. Around the same time, North and South Korea as well as Vietnam opted out of the Kanji system in their official orthography. These moves diminished the benefit of the common ideogram.

For some simplified jiantizi, it is not difficult to imagine the original fantizi. Tokyo 東京 is written 东京 in jiantizi, and most people can comprehend the name in both typesets, although one may look a bit unfamiliar. However, Hiroshima which used to be 廣島(fantizi) is now 広島 (new Japanese typeset) and 广岛 (jiantizi). The part (radical) "广" is also used in many other Kanji such as 庆応 which are now 庆応 and 庆应, thus just by using "广", it is difficult to draw connection to the original fantizi, and therefore rather confusing. It has been told that people in China are again starting to learn fantizi, which will be advantageous in reading historical documents and books from Taiwan and Hong Kong, or when travelling in Japan. Apparently in 2009, Pan Qing Lin, a member of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference proposed the revival of fantizi in mainland China.

4.2 Confusion of identity and misappropriation of place names in trademarks

Due to the common ideographic script, there are numerous place names that are written identically and pronounced
differently. Earlier we have mentioned the example of 東京(Dong Kinh, Vietnam) and 東京(Tokyo, Japan). As an example of those in current usage, 河北(Hubei) is a province in China as well as 河北(Kahoku) a town in Yamagata, Japan.

One example of problems arising from this potentially confusing situation is that there have been attempts to take advantage of this in trademark registering. 青森(Aomori) is known for quality apple production in Japan, but in China an application for registration of "青森(qing sen) apples" were made which will in effect block the sales of Aomori apples in the country. Not only apples but any product with a regional name branding is vulnerable to this. Be it Valencia orange, or Bordeaux wine, if a similar application were made among countries with phonetic scripts, the problem will be apparent throughout the world. However, it is difficult for people outside the Kanji script world to be aware of such problem, involving a common ideographic script which will appear differently when transliterated.

5. Conclusion

Currently, the standardisation of geographical names involves transliteration and translation in order to incorporate local names into the official languages of the United Nations, in particular, English. For languages with phonetic scripts, the general principle is transliteration of local pronunciation. Each language has its own issues with customary names (differing from endonymic names) and rules for transliteration. Chinese is the only official UN language with an ideogram script, and here the principle for place names in the sinosphere is to adopt the original Kanji expression, and pronounced in Mandarin Chinese.

As Japanese and Korean languages have phonetic systems as well, there is a choice of transliterating the local pronunciation of the place name (into Kana or Hangeul), or adopting the original Kanji as it is and reading it in Japanese or Korean way. Transcription of Chinese into Kana or Hangeul produces something that cannot be understood at the original location. Even transcription between Kana and Hangeul is not straightforward, as there are consonants and vowels that only exist in one or the other script. By using place names based on the original Kanji expression, written communication is made much clearer, and the etymology can easily be understood among all sinosphere countries.

As seen above, there are specific issues for place names in the Kanji culture region, collaborative efforts are needed to solve those. China is the origin of Kanji, but this is a topic for all those under the culture influenced by Kanji, just like names in roman alphabets are not only an issue for Italy where they had originated. Each country has its policy on the usage of Kanji, such as simplification and designation of which Kanji to use (Japan has designated 1000 Kanji for education, and 2000 for regular use). But separately from such policies, we need to create a forum within the Kanji culture space for carrying out research on Kanji used for place names, and to identify what need to be adjusted or harmonised to promote the common usage of Kanji-based place names.
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Abstract

The current practice of standardisation of geographical names appears to have the tendency of presupposing a phonogram-based writing system. Within phonogram-based writing systems, the principle is to transliterate the local pronunciation of place names. However the Chinese writing system is ideogram-based. Many Asian languages are influenced by the Chinese writing system, and hence place names written in Chinese characters can be directly imported into other languages, however their pronunciation can be very different (resulting in a quasi-translation of place names). Transcription is also a possibility in many cases, as phonogram systems are (also) in use in languages such as Korean or Japanese. The latter may be following the international trend, but the former has the benefit of preserving the original written form and the etymology of place names.
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